
Equitable Access
to Challenging Texts

Fishtank ELA emphasizes high-quality, culturally responsive core instruction for all learners. The
curriculum aligns with a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) approach in which all students have
access to high-quality core literacy instruction, differentiated to address student learning needs.
Following an MTSS approach, the instructional targets needed to master a particular concept or standard
are not changed to meet a range of learners, rather the services and instructional supports students
receive to access the concept or standard are differentiated to provide greater access.

To support teachers in effectively implementing an MTSS approach, Fishtank ELA curriculum provides
guidance on both Tier 1 and Tier 2 levels of support. The guidance is aimed at ensuring that all students,
including English Learners and other special populations, can access the curriculum in the general
classroom. Research-based suggestions for support are provided within each lesson and align with the
demands of the lesson’s text and tasks.

Intellectual preparation prior to teaching a unit is essential for anticipating students’ unique needs. When
intellectually preparing for a lesson, teachers must unpack the complexity of the text and tasks in order
to determine which students would benefit from which supports. Because this varies by classroom and
by the student, teachers are trusted to determine which supports are appropriate for their specific
students. Using individual student data gathered through screening and progress monitoring, teachers
can select from the range of suggestions to ensure all students receive the right amount of support.

6th Grade ELA - Challenging Authority: The Giver
In 6th grade, students read Lois Lowry’s The Giver as part of a yearlong focus on coming-of-age
narratives. This unit offers students two process writing projects through which to synthesize their
understanding of the unit essential questions and their close reading of the text. They draw on the
understandings developed through close reading lessons and daily target task writing that precede the
first writing project. Throughout the lessons, Fishtank ELA provides teachers with a variety of strategies
to support all students in accessing both the shared core text and the lesson’s tasks.

Close Reading The Giver Chapter 20-21 (Lesson 12)
This lesson’s objective is: Explain how Jonas has changed as a result of witnessing the release of the
newchild.

Teachers are guided to launch the lesson by reviewing comprehension questions and unit vocabulary,
and building engagement for the lesson by activating knowledge from prior lessons.
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For the core of this lesson, students explore two close read questions.

Teachers are equipped with detailed supports for each close read question to help students access this
challenging text. For the 2nd close read question, the supports are:
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Students then move from the close read into writing in response to the Target Task:

Teachers again have a menu of supports to deploy, depending on the needs of their students.

Literary Analysis Writing Project (Lessons 16-19)
Over this four-lesson arc, students work toward answering the prompt:
Is ignorance bliss? Write an essay in which you take a position on this question using evidence from
The Giver to support your position. Use at least two of our vocabulary words in your essay.

Lesson Objective

Lesson 16 Explain the expectations of the writing task and gather strong evidence
appropriate to the prompt.

Lesson 17 Craft strong thesis statements and effective body paragraphs.
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Lesson 18 Complete a strong introductory paragraph, and recognize and correct any lapses
in tone.

Lesson 19 Use pronouns appropriately in writing.

Similar to the close eading lessons, these writing lessons include many resources and suggestions for
how teachers can help all students succeed with the project. At the beginning of the arc, students are
provided with a mentor text, a literary analysis essay rubric, and a graphic organizer with which to
brainstorm.

Throughout the lessons, teachers have guidance for whole-class and targeted instruction to help
students create and refine their essay drafts. In Lesson 17, teachers see this set of suggestions:
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https://d21royfkw9g4l6.cloudfront.net/G6U2_Mentor_Text_L16-19_6C40FL.pdf
https://d21royfkw9g4l6.cloudfront.net/Argumentative_Writing_-_Literary_Analysis_Essay_Rubric__JEJYUO.pdf
https://d21royfkw9g4l6.cloudfront.net/G6_U2_L16-19_Graphic_Organizer_7VN6ZD.pdf


Student Writing Sample for Literary Analysis Writing Project
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